The effect of suspending solution supplemented with marine cations on the oxidation of Biolog GN MicroPlate substrates by Vibrionaceae bacteria.
Bacteria belonging to the family Vibrionaceae were suspended using saline and a solution prepared from a marine-cations supplement. The effect of this on the profile of oxidized substrates obtained when using Biolog GN MicroPlates was investigated. Thirty-nine species belonging to the genera Aeromonas, Listonella, Photobacterium, and Vibrio were studied. Of the strains studied, species of Listonella, Photobacterium, and Vibrio could be expected to benefit from a marine-cations supplement that contained Na+, K+, and Mg2+. Bacteria that are not of marine origin are usually suspended in normal saline. Of the 39 species examined, 9 were not included in the Biolog data base and were not identified. Of the 30 remaining species, 50% were identified correctly using either of the suspending solutions. A further 20% were correctly identified only when suspended in saline. Three species, or 10%, were correctly identified only after suspension in the marine-cations supplemented solution. The remaining 20% of species were not correctly identified by either method. Generally, more substrates were oxidized when the bacteria had been suspended in the more complex salts solution. Usually, when identifications were incorrect, the use of the marine-cations supplemented suspending solution had resulted in many more substrates being oxidized. Based on these results, it would be preferable to use saline to suspend the cells when using Biolog for identification of species of Vibrionaceae. A salts solution containing a marine-cations supplement would be preferable for environmental studies where the objective is to determine profiles of substrates that the bacteria have the potential to oxidize. If identifications are done using marine-cations supplemented suspending solution, it would be advisable to include reference cultures to determine the effect of the supplement. Of the Vibrio and Listonella species associated with human clinical specimens, 8 out of the 11 studied were identified correctly when either of the suspending solutions was used.